AA2020 HOW TO BOOK ACCOMMODATION

1. First register for the conference before booking accommodation. ALL accommodation must be booked directly with the hotels.

2. Prices have been negotiated for the period of the AA2020 Conference - 23 to 26 Sept 2020. Request the hotel staff to charge you the ‘conference price’ if you arrive a day earlier or leave a day later. Check-in is from 14h00 - check-out by 10h00. Priority is to check in at the conference - we will keep your bags in a safe place.

3. The conference organisers will not be responsible for those who cannot find accommodation because they booked too late.

4. Transport will be provided ONLY between the hotels listed below and the conference venue will only be provided for those who purchased a bus ticket before 31 August at R35. No ticket, no ride. Tickets purchased at the conference venue will be charged R150 as additional busses will have to be ordered at the last minute at huge expense.

ACCOMMODATION OPTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS

**SIERRA ON MAIN (3 STAR HOTEL)**

**BED AND BREAKFAST:** (excludes soft drinks)
- Single with DBL Bed: R860 one person per night
- Double with DBL Bed: R430 per person per night (2 sharing)
- Twin with 2 single beds: R430 per person per night (2 sharing)

**BED, BREAKFAST AND DINNER:** (excludes soft drinks)
- Single with DBL Bed: R1020 one person per night
- Double with DBL Bed: R590 per person per night (2 sharing)
- Twin with 2 single beds: R590 per person per night (2 sharing)

**SIERRA SQUARE (3 STAR HOTEL)**

**BED AND BREAKFAST:** (excludes soft drinks)
- Single with king bed: R980 one person per day
- Double with king bed: R490 per person per night (2 sharing)
- Twin with 2 single beds: R490 per person per night (2 sharing)
- Triple with 3 single beds: R364 per person per night (3 sharing)

**BED, BREAKFAST AND DINNER:** (excludes soft drinks)
- Single with DBL Bed: R1140 one person per night
- Twin with king bed: R650 per person 2 sharing, per night
- Triple with 3 single beds: R525 per person per Night (3 sharing)

**DINNER OPTIONS:**
* Dinner can also be purchased from restaurants about 1 km away or ordered via Mr Delivery - if you choose the Bed & Breakfast only option.

TO BOOK WITH SIERRA:
CONTACT THEIR RESERVATIONS DESK
email: reservations@sierrahotels.co.za
Or call: Tel 011 789-1155 / 011 789-3698 / 011 787-9840
To qualify for these discounted rates, you must use the promotional code **AA2020**
Accommodation Continued:
23 Sept—26 Sept 2020
(Check-in from 14h00 check-out by 10h00)

BED AND BREAKFAST ONLY:
* Dinner can be purchased from restaurants about 5 minutes away or ordered via Mr Delivery

ROAD LODGE, RANDBURG:
Tel: **011-792 9995** / You may book online: [www.clhg.com](http://www.clhg.com)
Single  R795 one person per night
Double R440 per person per night (2 persons sharing)

ROAD LODGE, RIVONIA:
Tel: **011-803 5220** / You may book online: [www.clhg.com](http://www.clhg.com)
Single  R805 one person per night
Double R445 per person per night (2 persons sharing)

TOWN LODGE, SANDTON:
Tel: **011-784 8850** / You may book online: [www.clhg.com](http://www.clhg.com)
Single  R1015 per person per night
Double R583 per person per night (2 persons sharing)

CITY LODGE HOTEL, BRYANSTON: *(offers dinner options too.)*
Tel: **011-706 7800** / You may book online: [www.clhg.com](http://www.clhg.com)
Single  R1210 one person per night
Double R 683 per person per night (2 persons sharing)

STUDENT ACCOMMODATION

At St Benedicts, Rosettenville
* Includes Breakfast and Dinner
Single  R370 one person per night
Twin   R340 per person per night (2 persons sharing)
Triple R330 per person per night (3 persons sharing)
To book contact:
Sue or Charlyn on: stbenhouse@gmail.com
or Sue on:  011 435 3662 / emergencies only on: 083 266 7402
or Charlyn on: 011-435 3662 / emergencies only on: 072 977 6074
(or send WApp / sms messages)